November 23-27 Middle and High School Programming
NH World - 11.3, Comcast 956, Fibercast 20, Metrocast 288, Charter/Spectrum 12768

NH WORLD AT HOME LEARNING BLOCK 12-5 pm

NH WORLD Channel, in partnership with PBS LearningMedia, is broadcasting At Home Learning programs for grades 6-12
Monday through Friday. These daily broadcasts feature the best in public media educational programming supplemented
with assets from PBS LearningMedia nhpbs.pbslearningmedia.org
Monday 11/23

Tuesday 11/24

Wednesday 11/25

Thursday 11/26

Friday 11/27

ANIMAL BABIES:
FIRST YEAR ON EARTH
First Steps
See how babies learn
to understand their surroundings in environments
ranging from Africa to Sri
Lanka to Iceland.

ANIMAL BABIES:
FIRST YEAR ON
EARTH
Testing Limits
Learn the new challenges
baby animals face once
they can get around on
their own.

ANIMAL BABIES:
FIRST YEAR ON
EARTH
New Frontiers
Join baby animals as
they near the end of their
first year of life. It’s time
for these young ones
to branch off from the
comfort of their mothers
and learn to explore on
their own.

SPY IN THE WILD, A
NATURE MINISERIES
The North
A spy hummingbird films
millions of butterflies, and
a spy squirrel finds itself
in a battle. A spy beaver
watches other beavers
building dams.

SPY IN THE WILD, A
NATURE MINISERIES
The Tropics
The spy creatures
infiltrate a hippo pod,
a nursery of red flying
foxes, a gorilla sanctuary
and the secret world of
pygmy forest elephants.

LIFE FROM ABOVE
Changing Planet
Cameras in space show
growing cities, disappearing forests and melting
glaciers, but one country
regenerated a landscape
and helped save a chimpanzee family.

12-1 pm
PREHISTORIC ROAD
TRIP
Tiny Teeth, Fearsome
Beasts
As she drives closer to
the present day, Emily
discovers surprising
truths written in the fossil
record.

ILLUSTRATIVE MATH
Grade 6 - Practice
Solving Equations And
Representing Situations
With Equations

NOVA
Making North America:
Human
From Ice Age to oil boom,
discover the challenges
faced and the wealth uncovered as humans take
over the continent.

ILLUSTRATIVE MATH
Grade 8 - What A Point In
A Scatter Plot Means

POWER TRIP: THE
STORY OF ENERGY
Cities
See just how cities
consume 40 percent of
U.S. energy. Cities shape
our relationship with the
natural and built environment, and the futures
of both cities and energy
are closely connected.

POWER TRIP: THE
STORY OF ENERGY
War
Discover how energy, depending on how it’s used,
can lead to either peace
or conflict.

AUTUMNWATCH NEW
ENGLAND
Episode 3
Discover how cranberries
and pumpkins became
fall fundamentals with
Samantha Brown and
Chris Packham. Catch
gangs of turkeys and rare
bird art. Peek into the
world of nighttime critters
with Bob Poole.

LIFE FROM ABOVE
Patterned Planet
The Australian outback is covered in pale
spots thanks to digging
wombats, and hundreds
of elephants tear into
the endless green of the
Congo forest canopy.

AUTUMNWATCH NEW
ENGLAND
Episode 1
Grab a seat at the
campfire with Samantha
Brown and Chris Packham for a live adventure
into the culture and
wildlife that make fall in
New England special.

SECRETS OF THE
DEAD
Scanning The Pyramids
Travel with the scientific
team granted unprecedented access by the
Egyptian government to
solve a 4,500-year-old
mystery: what lies within
the Great Pyramid at
Giza. Using non-invasive
technologies, they make
a historic discovery.

HISTORY DETECTIVES
Sideshow Babies, Lubin
Photos, Navajo Rug
Was a woman’s mother an incubator baby
on display at the 1933
World’s Fair? A look at a
collection of photos of silent film stars. Is there a
mystery behind a Navajo
rug with a controversial
design.

HISTORY DETECTIVES
Tokyo Rose Recording,
Crazy Horse Photo, WWII
Diary
Does a man have a
recording used in the
treason trial of Tokyo
Rose? Does a man have a
photo of Crazy Horse? A
man in Lexington, North
Carolina, has a poignant
diary written by a World
War II pilot.

HISTORY DETECTIVES
Amelia Earhart Plane,
Fillmore Pardon, Boxcar
Home
Does a man have a piece
of Amelia Earhart’s airplane? A Portland, Oregon, man inherited what
looked to be a presidential pardon signed
by Millard Fillmore in
1851. Could a Lakewood,
Colorado couple’s home
have been made from a
boxcar?

AUTUMNWATCH NEW
ENGLAND
Episode 2
Swirl into the world of
maple syrup with Vivian
Howard. Take a trip to
Maine’s Fryeburg Fair,
discover the magic of
caterpillars and learn
more about the birds
soaring across New England skies each fall.

AFRICA’S GREAT
CIVILIZATIONS
Empires of Gold
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. uncovers the complex trade
networks and advanced
educational institutions
that transformed early
north and west Africa
from deserted lands into
the continent’s wealthiest
kingdoms and learning
centers.

AFRICA’S GREAT
CIVILIZATIONS
Cities
Gates explores the
power of Africa’s greatest
ancient cities, including
Kilwa, Great Zimbabwe
and Benin City, whose
wealth, art and industry
successes attracted new
European interest and
interaction along the
continent’s east and west
coasts.

AFRICA’S GREAT
CIVILIZATIONS
THE ATLANTIC AGE
Gates explores the impact of the Atlantic trading world, giving rise to
powerful new kingdoms,
but also transatlantic
slave trade. Learn of the
revolutionary movements
of the 18th-early 19th
centuries, including the
advent of the Sokoto
Caliphate.

AFRICA’S GREAT
CIVILIZATIONS
Commerce and the Clash
Of Civilizations
Gates explores the dynamism of 19th-century
Africa, the “scramble” by
European powers for its
riches, and the defiant
and successful stand of
uncolonized Ethiopia.

AUTUMNWATCH NEW
ENGLAND
Episode 3
Discover how cranberries
and pumpkins became
fall fundamentals with
Samantha Brown and
Chris Packham. Catch
gangs of turkeys and
rare bird art. Peek into
the world of nighttime
critters with Bob Poole.

ILLUSTRATIVE MATH
Grade 7 - Position, Speed
And Direction

1-2 pm

ILLUSTRATIVE MATH
Algebra 1 - When And
Why Do We Write Quadratic Equations?

2-3 pm

3-4 pm

4-5 pm

Visit nhpbs.org/learnathome for learning resources updated daily.

